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Wilsonville City Hall
29799 SW Town Center Loop East
Wilsonville, Oregon

Development Review Board – Panel A
Minutes–January 8, 2018   6:30 PM

I. Call to Order
Chair Ronald Heberlein called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.

II. Chair’s Remarks
The Conduct of Hearing and Statement of Public Notice were read into the record.

III. Roll Call
Present for roll call were:  Ronald Heberlein, James Frinell, Fred Ruby, Joann Linville, and 

Jennifer Willard

Staff present:  Daniel Pauly, Barbara Jacobson, Steve Adams, Kerry Rappold, Mike McCarty, 
Brian Stevenson, and Tod Blankenship

IV. Citizens’ Input This is an opportunity for visitors to address the Development Review
Board on items not on the agenda.  There were no comments.

V. Election of 2018 Chair and Vice-Chair
Chair
Joann Linville nominated Fred Ruby as the 2018 DRB Panel A Chair. Jennifer
Willard seconded the nomination.

There were no further nominations.

Fred Ruby was unanimously elected 2018 DRB Panel A Chair.

Vice-Chair
James Frinell nominated Jennifer Willard as the 2018 DRB Panel A Vice-Chair. 
Fred Ruby seconded the nomination.

There were no further nominations.

Jennifer Willard was unanimously elected 2018 DRB Panel A Vice-Chair.

VI. Consent Agenda: None

VII. Public Hearing:
A. Resolution No. 346.  Memorial Park Community Garden & Dog Run Parking 

Area: AKS Engineering and Forestry. Representative for City of Wilsonville -
Applicant/Owner. The applicant is requesting approval of a Site Design Review 
for the addition of a parking area for approximately 33 passenger vehicle spaces 
and associated improvements. The site is located on a portion of Tax Lot 691 of 
Section 24, T3S-R1W, Willamette Meridian, City of Wilsonville, Clackamas County,
Oregon. Staff:  Daniel Pauly

Approved
February 12, 2018
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Case File:  DB17-0028 Class III Site Design Review

Chair Heberlein called the public hearing to order at 6:36 p.m. and read the conduct of hearing 
format into the record. All Board members declared for the record that they had visited the site. 
No board member, however, declared a conflict of interest, bias, or conclusion from a site visit. 
No board member participation was challenged by any member of the audience.

Barbara Jacobson, City Attorney, noted, for the benefit of the Board and the audience, that 
the only issue before the DRB tonight was the parking lot location. There would be no 
discussion regarding the dog park or community garden. Those issues would be dealt with in 
the Memorial Park Master Plan and were City Council issues. Both items were sited in this 
location in the Master Plan; however, the Master Plan could only be changed through City 
Council, not the DRB. The DRB was only considering whether the Applicant could put the 
proposed parking lot in the proposed location at its proposed size, and whether there was 
adequate ingress and egress into the parking area. The DRB would not consider the uses 
around the parking lot, because the uses could be completely different. She understood the 
Board had already received a lot of testimony that would be included in the record regarding the
dog park location, but she reiterated that the DRB was not the Board who could decide whether 
this was a good location for a dog park.

Daniel Pauly, Senior Planner, announced that the criteria applicable to the application were 
stated on Page 2 of the Staff report, which was entered into the record. Copies of the report 
were made available to the side of the room. 

Mr. Pauly explained that he was the reviewer of the application and did not represent the Parks 
Department or its point of view. As far as he was concerned, the Parks Department and the City
were the same as any private applicant, in terms of his presentation to the Board for a 
recommendation based on the facts. The City’s Development Engineering Manager, and others 
from the Parks Department and Natural Resources were present representing the City as the 
Applicant. He presented the Staff report on the proposed parking area improvements in the 
eastern portion of Memorial Park via PowerPoint with these comments:

 Background. The proposed parking lot, would be located at the end of Kolbe Ln, or 
Schroeder Wy depending on the direction, and adjacent to the community garden that was 
relocated and expanded a couple of years ago. The improvement project was being 
proposed because the Parks Department and others at the City were in the process of 
implementing Phase I of the 2012 Memorial Park Master Plan. A specific requirement in the 
City’s Development Code required any public or private parking changes throughout the city 
come before the DRB.

 Noticing. The City had reached out to area residents. The Applicant, as the City, first 
contacted Staff about the proposal in December 2016 and had done quite a bit of work over 
the last year talking to neighbors about access and other issues. There was the public 
process as well, with open houses for the Master Plan and discussions about the location of 
different amenities.

 The Planning Division delayed the hearing from late December due to the holidays; but 
like any application, the process needed to proceed in a timely manner, so it was 
scheduled for the next available hearing in early January. The hearing schedule and 
legal noticing requirements were handled the same as any similar application. The 
available information requirements were laid out and the specifics in the Development 
Code were met.

 Design and Review Criteria. The proposed parking lot improvements were part of other 
adjacent and related Phase 1 improvements, which included an off-leash dog area and a 
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restroom building, which were not under review tonight. Those improvements would go 
through required land use reviews separately. The subject land was zoned Public Facility 
and a parking lot for a park was an outright allowed use in the Public Facility zone.

 The Applicant had worked with a professional design team led by AKS Engineering to 
ensure the parking area was safe and convenient. It was located to access both the 
community garden and the planned amenities to the south. The parking space size and 
drive aisle width was of a typical design that allowed enough room for safe maneuvering 
within the parking area. The curvilinear feel allowed it to flow with the overall layout of 
the area and reduce speeds into and out of the parking area.

 A number of people commented that the parking lot should be located to allow 
connectivity, citing Section 4.155.(03)D, which required that parking areas connect to 
adjacent sites where possible. The nearest existing or planned parking area was more 
than 700 ft away, so it was not possible to connect.

 Additionally, the Code section was a design standard, not a location or siting 
standard. He was not aware of any application of the language as a siting criterion 
for a parking area, but rather, it was applied to require connecting design when a 
parking area was already placed adjacent to another parking area, as often was the 
case for commercial and residential development.

 Pedestrian pathways were provided throughout the design.

 Stormwater would be managed to meet the current, modern City standards. Once 
treated, the stormwater would be conveyed to Boeckman Creek due to the lack of other
drainage in the area, so the water would not go into groundwater.

 The proposed improvements were near the protected Boeckman Creek riparian area, as
well as the 100-year flood plain; however, they were not within and or expected to 
impact either. The City did not even propose removing any trees or other significant 
vegetation for the proposed parking lot improvements. The impacted area was currently, 
primarily gravel and open grass.

 There were quite a few landscaping requirements for parking lots. The proposed parking
lot, including the adjacent sidewalks, was just over 22,000 sq ft. In the internal planning 
area, the planters total a little more than 2,300 sq ft, which was just over the 10 percent 
requirement.

 The Code required a planting ratio of one tree for every six parking spaces, so five trees 
would be required for the proposed lot, and seven trees were proposed. The tree 
species was appropriate and could be pruned to provide clearance. A variety of other 
shrubs and ground cover would cover the rest of the landscaped area, provide variety, 
and meet all the other applicable City standards.

 There had been comments about the proposed lighting. However, the proposal had to 
fully comply with the City’s Dark Sky Ordinance, meaning the lighting had to be focused 
on providing light to the parking area and not glare or trespass past the parking area 
itself, or up above the parking area. The proposed lights would be fully-shielded, and the
Outdoor Lighting Ordinance would address and prohibit any reduction in the visibility of 
the night sky and excessive glare to neighboring properties.

 A lighting curfew was also required by Code, so the lights would be reduced by at 
least 50 percent after the park closed.

 Access was a major topic of discussion in the comments received. Some comments focused
on the design guidelines in the 2007 Parks Master Plan, which had specific site selection 
considerations regarding site size and access for regional level parks like Memorial Park. 
(Slide 15) Essentially, many criteria were used to see how what considerations needed to be
balanced when choosing or designing a site. However, the language also noted that existing
parks might not fit within the guidelines, so it did not prohibit the use of useable land in an 
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existing park, if the park could not meet the guidelines. It was in no way a hard standard that
a denial of this type of application could be based on.

 Setbacks from adjacent development were substantial and exceeded that required by Code.
Outdoor lighting and landscaping would soften the view of the parking lot and have relatively
small impact on any adjacent properties because of the distance, quality of the design, and 
requirement to meet City standards.

 He confirmed the existing parking area where Kolbe Ln ended was a somewhat organized, 
gravel parking area; however, the City had only been able to stripe about ten spaces 
maximum.

 The proposal met the City’s clear and objective standards for traffic, which considered 
nearby properties, and therefore, more restrictive requirements related to traffic could not be
placed on the project. Essentially, the level of traffic impact was considered reasonable and
was approvable.

 The City had invested quite a substantial effort to determine the best access to the 
proposed parking area in Memorial Park. Currently, access was via Schroeder Wy and 
Rose Ln to Wilsonville Rd. The City examined that current access, as well as direct 
access through an extended driveway from Rose Ln, access on Kolbe Ln via the existing
pedestrian bridge over Boeckman Creek, and a one-way loop using Schroeder and 
Kolbe Ln. The final selection was to provide access via Kolbe Ln and the bridge. Non-
emergency access from Schroeder Wy would be closed at the end of the cul-de-sac 
using bollards. The City had planned a number of improvements to Kolbe Ln to 
maximize safety and function. 

 There would be increased traffic passed the two homes that took access off Kolbe Ln. 
The City had reached out to those property owners about the proposed changes.

 As detailed in the traffic study, Kolbe Ln was a public street and could handle the traffic 
from the park uses. 

 At the City’s request, ODOT had inspected the bridge and determined it was structurally 
capable of carrying the expected vehicles.

 He reminded that the proposed access improvements could occur regardless of what the 
Board did tonight, so the question before the DRB was whether the proposed parking area 
had adequate pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle access via the planned improvements. Based
on examination of the traffic study, adequate access would exist with the improvements.

Steve Adams, Development Engineering Manager, City of Wilsonville stated that back in 
September, he and Community Development Director Nancy Kraushaar, along with Kerry 
Rappold, and Tod Blankenship, visited the site in response to concerns that residents on Kolbe 
had and to see what could be done to make it a safer street. He displayed an aerial diagram of 
the proposed traffic improvements based on that meeting (Slide 18), noting Ms. Kraushaar’s 
memorandum, which was distributed at the dais, supported the improvements to make Kolbe Ln
safer.

 While many of the improvements were going to be done anyway, the City had various 
reports about concerns on Wilsonville Rd and the safety of the pedestrian crossing there. 
The City hoped to make that a safer crossing with the improvements identified as C and D 
on the diagram.

 One year ago the City looked at replacing some rectangular, rapid flash beacons to a 
larger model, but some electrical and power concerns escalated the cost. Putting bigger,
brighter, flashing lights on either side of the road turned out to be much more expensive 
than expected. Currently, the City was going to install pedestrian signage in the middle 
of the crosswalk, as well as advanced warning signs as done in many crosswalks in the 
city.
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 Other improvements related to Kolbe Ln and making the intersection at Wilsonville Rd a 
safer drive up and down, and a safer way to access it.

 A and B addressed vegetation removal and shortening plants at the Wilsonville Rd 
intersection to allow better sight distance to both the east and west. The plantings east 
of the Kolbe intersection were trimmed back in October. Previously, drivers could not 
see the required 350 ft down the road for approaching traffic, so it was unsafe. After 
Public Works trimmed the vegetation, the City confirmed there was clear sight for at 
least 400 ft, which met the City Code. To the west, the Parks Department was asked to 
look at the height of the plants and install shorter varieties of ground cover adjacent to 
the curb so that drivers of lower-height cars could have better visibility.

 E regarded the installation of delineators to the first driveway, which was approximately 
20 ft to 25 ft south of the crosswalk. The delineators would encourage cars turning right 
not to swing too far to the left as they turned. Staff had reports that cars entering Kolbe 
Ln swing wide, which conflicted with cars driving north on Kolbe or trying to turn left or 
right onto Wilsonville Rd. The delineators would provide a more visible area for cars to 
stay right or left of.

 The gravel on the west side of the road was a bit light so installing additional gravel (H) 
would make it a better and smoother access to and from that area for pedestrians. Bikes
would stay on the roadway.

 Four-inch white striping, called fog lines, would be added to delineate the outside edge 
of the travel lane. The road at that location was fairly wide. At the north end, it was 
approximately 23 ft or 24 ft; further south, it was 25 ft or 28 ft. A 20-ft wide road was 
required for fire engine access. Travel lanes were normally between 10 ft and 12 ft, so 
20 ft between the two white fog lines was acceptable for low volume, low speed, two-
lane travel. Staff suggested placing one fog line right at edge of the east side of Kolbe 
Ln, to allow as the extra asphalt and space to be available on the west side, which was 
the pedestrian or proposed bike access into the park. It would give pedestrians and 
bicyclists more of a shoulder on that side to walk or ride their bikes on.

 For G, he understood Parks and Rec would go forward with the future pedestrian access
pathway to the park in the next few months, so it was expected to be in place before any
of the parking lot. By spring, the City should have a walkway between the park and 
community garden. The walkway was actually part of the Parks Master Plan and not a 
part of the subject project. Staff had suggested that it get moved forward to give another 
access way from the main park to the community garden and dog park area.

 J involved adding pedestrian symbols on the asphalt outside of the fog line to delineate 
the areas for walking and not motor vehicle use. The approximate 2-ft diameter 
pedestrian symbols could be seen on the Hawthorne Bridge in Portland.

 The City would close the end of Schroeder Wy to vehicle traffic and install a removable 
bollard that would allow fire access. TVFR would have a key to unlock the lock at the bottom
of the bollard to allow access for fire trucks.

 The bridge was 20-ft wide, which was too narrow for pedestrians and two-way traffic; 
however, but with the low traffic volume at that location, it was perfectly capable of 
supporting one-way traffic. The stop sign, stop bars, and signage would be clear enough for 
everyone to come up, stop, make sure it was clear, and drive across the bridge. The traffic 
studies indicated the maximum PM Peak Hour use, which was summertime, was 40 
vehicles; 20 cars in and 20 cars out, or one car entering every three minutes and one car 
exiting every three minutes. For the low-volume street, what Staff had suggested would work
just fine and Ms. Kraushaar confirmed that in her memorandum.

Mr. Pauly entered the following exhibits into the record:
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 Exhibit A5: Staff’s responses to public comments, included in the record in the D Exhibits, 
with supporting materials attached.

 Exhibit C1: Memorandum dated January 8, 2018 from Community Development Director 
Nancy Kraushaar regarding the Kolbe Ln access for the parking lot.

 Exhibit D6 to D12: Multi-page handout including letters and emails with additional public 
comments.

Jennifer Willard asked once the overgrown vegetation was removed, what would be done to 
prevent the overgrowth from occurring again and creating a dangerous traffic situation.

Mr. Adams responded that it would be a regular landscape maintenance item. He had emailed 
Public Works, so they now had it on their radar to perform the maintenance on a regular basis. 
He confirmed it had not previously been on anyone’s radar. Many times Public Works staff 
would go out and trim vegetation around the city as they noticed it, or as others noticed it and 
informed them.

Ms. Willard asked about any recourse options should the traffic volume reach higher than the 
40 trips, overloading the system. Was there an option to create a dedicated, right-turn lane onto 
Kolbe Ln from Wilsonville Rd to keep vehicles traveling eastbound from backing up traffic?

Mr. Adams replied that the City owned the park land and would have to move the sidewalk over
to create a dedicated drop/drive lane, but it was a monetary option. Adding a lane to the south 
side of the bike lane and shifting the sidewalk would not be an inexpensive solution.

Scott Mansur, DKS & Associates, 117 Commercial St, Suite 310, Salem, OR, added that to 
add a right-turn lane, Wilsonville Rd would have to be widened and the existing pedestrian 
crossing would create an increased conflict area. DKS had evaluated safety warrants looking at 
right-turn lanes, volume, and conflicts on Wilsonville Rd, and none of those safety warrants 
were triggered for a right-turn lane. A lot of summer counts had been done at other dog parks to
evaluate the peak summer traffic counts and try to estimate a worst-case of the highest and 
best evaluation for those. He confirmed the traffic studies had been limited to weekdays.

Ms. Willard responded there could be an increased volume scenario on a summer weekend.

Mr. Adams agreed, but explained the studies were limited to weekdays because the City had 
found repeatedly that the PM Peak Hour between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM weekdays was the 
busiest travel time of the week. Saturday traffic was not as busy at any peak hours; it was more 
spread out during the day with no intense rush of people getting off work or out of school and 
heading in a certain direction. The traffic issues seen on weekday PM Peak Hours were not the 
same as on weekends.

Ms. Willard commented that it seemed Peak Hours were extending everywhere. She asked, as 
a Plan B and if funding permitted, whether a traffic light could be added if the intersection of 
Kolbe Ln and Wilsonville Rd was found to be a problem.

Mr. Mansur replied that volume thresholds were required to trigger a traffic signal, but if there 
were significant traffic and delays, and the intersection met the warrants, there would be no 
reason a signal could not be installed there.

Ms. Willard asked what the process was to initiate a study to validate that the volume 
warranted a traffic signal, adding she wanted to know what recourse the neighbors had.
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Mr. Adams answered if there were repeated issues, people calling and complaining or Staff 
noticed a backup problem, a traffic study would be done in the area. The City often did counts 
randomly throughout the year to check what was happening in certain areas of the city by 
requesting a speed count or study from a traffic-counting agency. When the counts reached a 
certain point or delay, the City would contact Scott Mansur with DKS or Kittelson & Associates, 
another traffic engineering firm in the Portland area, and request an actual study to see if the 
traffic counts warranted a new signal.

Chair Heberlein asked if Staff could speak to the safety of utilizing Kolbe Ln versus Rose Ln 
and share any conversations that occurred with the Applicant on why Kolbe Ln was chosen 
versus Rose Ln.

Mr. Adams replied that Staff had looked at Rose Ln last spring. Both Schroeder Wy and Kolbe 
Ln used to be Wilsonville Rd. In the 1990s, the City built the bridge and cut off that part of 
Wilsonville Rd because it was a safety issue. The Kolbe Ln side was a T intersection. On the 
other side, Schroeder Wy was pretty close to Wilsonville Rd with only 20 ft to 30 ft between the 
two. It was a fairly tight intersection. The concern was that with cars coming and going off 
Schroeder to the park and coming up and down on Rose Ln and Wilsonville Rd, it could be a 
confusing area due to how tight the roads were, so the City decided to go away from Schroeder.
Rose Ln was similar in that there was a lot of traffic, but Rose Ln was also pretty steep where 
Rose Ln met Wilsonville Rd, so there was no flat landing for a car so drivers could look east and
west, which was what Staff had looked for in that area. Kolbe Ln was not nearly as steep where 
it met Wilsonville Rd as Rose Ln.

Mr. Mansur agreed the main issue was the short distance between Schroeder Wy and 
Wilsonville Rd and cars turning on and off Rose Ln and cars coming fast from Wilsonville Rd. 
Typically, more than 100 ft of spacing was wanted for safe maneuvers and there was 20 ft to 30 
ft. He added that local streets were typically designed for about 1,200 to 1,400 vehicles per day.
Currently, with only two homes on Kolbe Ln, the estimate was about 20 vehicles per day 
currently on that road. The estimated peak daily traffic on Kolbe Ln from Memorial Park was 420
vehicles per day, which was still significantly lower than what a typical local street was designed
for.

James Frinell stated that one of the exhibits had pointed out numerous accidents at the 
Kolbe/Wilsonville intersection and asked if there were any statistics about that.

Mr. Adams replied he had seen the letter from the resident who had mentioned the accidents, 
but he had not had sufficient time to investigate how many had occurred there over the last five 
or ten years. He had been at the City for 16 years and did not know of any vehicle accidents 
that had occurred there. He knew there had been some issues with pedestrian crossings at that 
intersection, which was why the City wanted to do some additional pedestrian work there to 
make it safer. It was a fairly well-marked crossing for pedestrians already, but it seemed to draw
problems.

Ms. Willard asked if the past pedestrian issues were severe.

Mr. Adams responded that he did not recall anyone having been hit there.

Ms. Jacobson confirmed she did not know of any pedestrian accident that had gone through 
the court system.
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Mr. Mansur clarified there had been two close calls with children crossing at that location, but 
there had never been a crash related to pedestrians that he was aware of. He could not recall if 
the incidents occurred before the flashers were installed.

Mr. Adams added that it had been a few years, but he recalled the kids being roughly 8 and 13.

Joann Linville asked if the presence of a 33-space parking lot in the area, regardless of its use,
was anticipated to increase traffic flow in and out.

Mr. Pauly understood that Ms. Linville was asking if the parking lot itself would generate any 
traffic. He noted one letter had asked if the lot would be used for overflow parking for events, 
such as weddings. He believed any such overflow would more likely go to the library, which was 
what people were used to. He did not see the proposed lot being a convenient place to park for 
anything other than the adjacent uses.

Mr. Adams added that it would be a public lot and nothing would stop anyone from parking 
there to use other parts of the park. The City looked at the proposed parking lot as being used 
by people visiting the community garden or dog park. It had not been studied for other users of 
the park. There were large parking areas near the children’s playground area on the upper part 
of the park and down by the ball fields, as well as a couple of gravel areas down by the picnic 
shelters, which was why the City did not anticipate that cars would park in the proposed lot to 
use other parts of the park.

Ms. Willard confirmed that the Traffic Study anticipated the level of service (LOS) to be A, C
and asked if that LOS was expected on both Wilsonville Rd and Kolbe Ln.

Mr. Mansur replied that on a stop control approach, it was just the highest delay for the side 
street traffic, so that LOS C would be the delay for traffic leaving Kolbe Ln to turn onto 
Wilsonville Rd.

 He confirmed it would be very easy to do a Traffic Study that counted how many cars would 
be needed for that LOS to break.

Ms. Willard stated that because the City had not anticipated all of the ways that people might 
use Memorial Park, it might be interesting to see what traffic would break the LOS.

Mr. Mansur clarified that was called a Sensitivity Analysis, which was something DKS could 
easily provide to Staff. It could add a certain number of vehicles to the estimated numbers and 
provide a level of comfort. 

Ms. Willard confirmed that the lighting would be reduced to 50 percent when the park closed 
and asked what the hours of operation would be at the park.

Mr. Pauly responded that the standard hours for public parks were 5:00 am to 10:00 pm. 
According to Code, the requirement was diminishing full lighting to 50 percent one hour after 
closing.

Chair Heberlein noted he had not seen anything on the Applicant's plans identifying that the 
pedestrian crossing would be marked.
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Mr. Pauly agreed, it was a Code requirement and a clarifying condition could be added to the 
proposal. When doing the inspections, he would make sure it happened. He suggested the 
clarifying condition could read as follows:  “The crosswalk on the parking area shall meet all 
requirements of Section 4.154 for markings.”

Chair Heberlein said he did not want to add a condition if something else in the City’s process 
would ensure that the marking would occur.

Mr. Pauly responded it was a Code standard that would be enforced, although he agreed it was
not clearly shown in the plan, so it would be a reasonable fail-safe to add that condition to 
require it be the painting that met the Code standard.

Ms. Willard said she was confused about the signage because one of the recommendations 
from the walk was to have adequate wayfinding signage to direct people to the proposed 
parking lot but then another section stated there would not be any signage.

Mr. Pauly explained the no signage language came from Section 4.154, which was the onsite 
pedestrian Code language that had some wayfinding requirements which was essentially for a 
very large master planned area, such at the wayfinding signage on the side pathway on the 
Subaru site. Because this was just an open parking lot, there was no need for signage because 
people would know where the community garden was located.

Ms. Willard noted the DKS report recommended that the City provide wayfinding signage at the
entrance of Kolbe Ln that identified the connection as providing a main bicycle and pedestrian 
access to the community garden and dog park.

Mr. Pauly replied that would be an offsite improvement not subject to this review. The City had 
more of a parks wayfinding program, but that Code section was talking about onsite wayfinding 
signage.

Mr. Adams added the Parks and Recreation Department could be asked about any intent to 
install signage.

Ms. Linville asked about the purpose of the looped area on Schroeder Wy.

Mr. Adams responded that a cul-de-sac was required by TVFR when there was more than 200 
ft of length and their vehicle needed to turn around. Fire trucks were notoriously bad at backing 
up, so TVFR required some kind of a turnaround on a dead end street. He briefly reviewed the 
background of the cul-de-sac, which was constructed before 2008 and before the bridge 
improvements over the creek.

Chair Heberlein called for the Applicant’s presentation.

Kerry Rappold, Natural Resources Manager, Project Manager, stated that he and Mr. 
Blankenship would provide a bit more information about the Memorial Park Master Plan and 
public involvement related to that process, as well as the timeline for the subject project.

Tod Blankenship, Parks Supervisor, presented the Memorial Park Community Garden & Dog 
Run Parking Area via PowerPoint, highlighting the Memorial Park Master Plan with the following
key comments:
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 One of the underlying themes of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan adopted in 2007 
was for some additional parking in Memorial Park. The Memorial Park Master Plan kicked 
off in October of 2014. The City went through a heavy public outreach process that involved 
an electronic, city-wide survey with 617 respondents. The City held stakeholder meetings, 
three open houses, which were all well-attended, and posted several website 
communications. 

 The result of the public input from that Master Plan process was to keep all of the active use
on the west side of the park, such as the trails, disc golf, future pump track, skate park, or 
athletic fields and courts, etc. There was also a need and desire to keep passive uses on 
the east side from the residents in that neighborhood. These uses included the community 
garden, future dog park, and pollinator habitat.

 City Council adopted the Master Plan in May of 2015 and it would be implemented in three 
phases. Phase I was the northeast parking lot, relocation of the off-leash dog park, restroom
facilities, bicycle pump track, east parking lot, and community garden expansion and a nine-
hole disc golf course, both of which were already completed. The subject parking lot and the
relocation of the dog park would wrap up Phase I, allowing the City to move on to Phase II.

Mr. Rappold continued the presentation, describing the public process that had been followed 
since the subject project had started in the middle of 2016. First, a fact sheet was developed 
that basically gave some information about the project, its intent, and how the City wanted to 
move forward in terms of a timeline. The fact sheet was sent as part of the letter that was sent 
out.

 The City sent a broad notice that was even more extensive than what was done for tonight’s
hearing and included every residence on Kolbe Ln, Schroeder Wy, Rose Ln, and 
Montgomery Wy to let them know the project would go to the Parks and Rec Advisory 
Board. The initial meeting scheduled in December of 2016 was delayed until January due to 
inclement weather, so another letter regarding that change was sent to the neighborhood.

 There was a good turnout at the Parks and Rec Advisory Board meeting, approximately 20 
to 25 people. At that point, the Advisory Board was looking at three design concepts for the 
parking lot, in terms of its configuration and orientation. There was not a tremendous 
amount of variation in the concepts, but it was enough to give the Board a feel for the 
different aspects of design. The Advisory Board unanimously decided on Concept 3.

 Part of that discussion involved the same input heard tonight as far as public comments. 
There were concerns about how the parking lot would be accessed and the need for 
relocating the dog park; many of the same issues the City had dealt with over the last 
year.

 Between the January and February Parks Board meetings, Staff was asked to come up 
with an alternative concept that showed access off of Rose Ln. That design was 
developed by a consultant from AKS, but a number of reasons were presented to the 
Parks Board about why Staff did not believe it was as good an idea as looking at 
Schroeder Wy and Rose Ln:

 Even with access off Rose Ln, vehicles would still have to use the Schroeder 
Wy/Rose Ln intersection. It would also bifurcate and reduce the size of the relocated 
dog park by 25 percent, increase the stormwater management required on the site 
and increase the cost of the project, estimated to be approximately $500,000, by 
about 70 percent, which was a substantial increase in cost.

 The Parks Board agreed the City should move forward without considering Rose Ln 
as an alternative access, but asked Staff to do another level of alternatives analysis 
to look at what it would take to improve the Schroeder Wy/Rose Ln intersection and 
also Kolbe Ln as an option in terms of using the existing bridge. The City had AKS 
do a study after the February Parks Board meeting. AKS looked at options for the 
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bridge, some alterations to the horizontal alignment of the Rose Ln/Schroeder Wy 
intersection, which would basically move it farther south, and the steep vertical 
alignment of Rose Ln as it came up to Wilsonville Rd.

 After assessing all of the information, Staff decided upon a new alternative, which was to
use Kolbe Ln with the existing bridge at its current width that only allowed for one-way 
traffic. Staff then presented it to City Council in August, which Staff notified the 
neighborhood about via a third letter.

 Some of the issues with the improvements at Schroeder Wy and Rose Ln included having to
take out 30 trees and approximately 2,500 sq ft of a property on the corner. Staff did not 
look at the vertical alignment, but estimated the overall project would cost about $1 million. 
Based on the information heard tonight regarding Kolbe Ln and Staff’s recommendations, 
Staff believed Kolbe Ln was the best direction to go forward.

 City Council did not have time to make a decision at its August meeting about the 
improvements just reviewed by Mr. Adams, so Staff went back before Council in October. 
Between those two meetings, he and Mr. Blankenship did some direct outreach to the two 
residents on Kolbe Ln due to the impact the decision to shift Kolbe Ln could potentially have 
on them. From that point forward, the Parks Department worked with the Planning Division 
to submit their application.

Chair Heberlein noted on the south side of the parking lot, there were two lampposts in the 
planter areas that had Red Sunset maples. The trees would grow to 40 to 50 ft tall and 30 to 35 
ft wide when mature, but the parking lot lights had 25-ft posts. He asked if that was the right use
of the Red Sunset maple in that area given how high and wide the trees would grow.

John Christensen, AKS and Forestry, 12965 SW Herman Rd, Tualatin, OR, responded 
other options could be considered that would present less of a conflict with the lighting; 
however, AKS believed that what was proposed was effective and could be used throughout the
parking area without impacting the lighting.

Chair Heberlein asked if the Lighting Analysis took into account the trees planted at maturity or 
if it assumed that nothing was planted at the time.

Mr. Christensen responded the Lighting Analysis assumed nothing was planted at the time.

Chair Heberlein stated his concern was that a tree placed right underneath the light could 
potentially obscure a good majority of the light being projected straight down.

Mr. Pauly replied that as the trees grew and matured, they could be managed and pruned to 
avoid that. There would be a point in their growth where there would be some conflict, but if the 
trees were pruned while young, they would grow to work well with the light.

Chair Heberlein stated that given where everything was located, he wondered if relocating the 
lights to get away from the trees or changing the types of trees was reasonable to consider

Mr. Rappold noted there was latitude to make revisions since the Applicant was only at about a
30 percent level of design. They had to progress through a number of steps to get to the 
construction documents so that could be looked at more closely.

Chair Heberlein asked if the DRB was approving the tree plan.
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Mr. Pauly stated he could certainly require something more columnar to avoid the conflict. A 
good condition could be to direct a tree variety that would minimize that conflict.

Ms. Willard asked when the City intended to go forth with the rest of Phase 1, mainly the 
relocation of the dog park.

Mr. Blankenship replied the City received a grant for the relocation of the dog park and 
planned to do that in conjunction with the construction of the parking lot with the hope that both 
would be completed at the same time.

Mr. Willard confirmed the relocation of the dog park would not come to the DRB.

Ms. Linville understood that the DRB was not dealing with the dog park, but the traffic studies 
were done due to the anticipated traffic that would occur with that relocation. She struggled with 
how to separate that from its current use and just deal with the parking lot. If the DRB was 
dealing only with adequate egress and ingress for a 33-space parking lot, irrespective of the 
uses that might be in that area, she did not know how they could begin to anticipate any 
additional traffic beyond the current use because it might never happen. She asked if there was 
a plan in place, regardless of what the DRB decision was on the parking lot, to change the 
ingress and egress for the community garden.

Mr. Pauly said he understood that the City would go forward with changing that access because
it would be a safer access regardless of the amount of traffic that would go to the park. With the 
discovery that the bridge was adequate and could carry the traffic, and due to current traffic 
levels at Rose Ln and Schroeder Wy, it was recommended to keep vehicles off that intersection 
as much as possible because it did not meet vertical or horizontal separation standards.

Chair Heberlein asked if Parks and Rec envisioned any other uses in the area that would have 
a higher traffic volume requirement than the dog park and community garden.

Mr. Blankenship answered no. Occasionally, a person with a dog might park there, and 
currently, a Pokémon was down there which increased some of the traffic, but he did not know if
that would continue or not.

Chair Heberlein said he wanted to make sure no other uses were envisioned for the land that 
might have a higher traffic count and change the calculations in the Traffic Study negatively.

Mr. Pauly explained revising the Master Plan would require going through a public process.

Mr. Rappold confirmed the Master Plan would have to be revised to reflect any change of use 
because the City was obliged to follow what it currently showed.

Mr. Pauly noted the DW Fritz application had dealt with a similar question. It was a parking lot 
process, but the Traffic Report dealt with the conceptual future use of a vacant pad, so it was 
not approved for purposes of the future use. The Traffic Report did not always correspond with 
the scope of the DRB review. He understood that could be confusing in those situations; 
however, the question was whether access was being provided; could a pedestrian, bike, or 
vehicle access the parking lot safely via Kolbe Ln regardless of the traffic volume.
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Ms. Linville stated when she drove down to the site, there was no marked pedestrian lane. She
understood there would be signage, but believed the pedestrian way down Kolbe Ln would be 
gravel, not paved.

Mr. Adams explained the road pavement varied from roughly 24 ft to 26 ft wide, so the fog line 
striping would provide a 20-ft width on the asphalt, and everything to the west of that, whether it 
was 4 ft or 6 ft, would have a mix of both asphalt and gravel side by side. The actual pedestrian 
marking Staff had suggested would be applied on the asphalt, so it would be there permanently;
however, the pedestrian way was wide enough that people could walk four abreast, some on 
the asphalt and some on the gravel. Once Public Works put in the future pedestrian access way
to the park, it might take away a lot of the pedestrians that used Kolbe Ln for access. Currently, 
people parked their cars there because it was pretty wide; however, it would be signed as a 
pedestrian way in the future once Public Works built the pathway.

Ms. Linville confirmed pedestrians would walk west across the crosswalk on Wilsonville Rd to 
get to the pedestrian way that would run along the west side of Kolbe Ln. She asked if she 
would be able to ride her bike or walk on a solid surface from Wilsonville Rd to the parking lot.

Mr. Adams replied yes, there would a sufficient width of asphalt to walk or ride on.

 He clarified there was no pedestrian bridge, only a pedestrian path, which would hopefully 
go in sometime in the spring of 2018. The only bridge was the 20 ft wide bridge on Kolbe Ln 
that was put in about ten years ago when the culvert was taken out. The bridge would be a 
pedestrian access. From the actual parking lot, pedestrians would walk across that wooden 
bridge to go up to the gravel path that went up to Memorial Park.

Mr. Pauly added that in the Memorial Park Master Plan, as well as the City Master Plan, there 
was a plan for a regional trail to go up the Boeckman Creek corridor, so that was probably a 
future improvement related to the regional trail.

Ms. Willard stated that the Master Plan showed a path with stairs just off of Kolbe Ln which she
confirmed would cut over to the other park where the play areas were located.

Mr. Blankenship confirmed an asphalt path would be built in the spring near the arrow 
indicating the J improvement. (Slide 18)

Chair Heberlein asked if there were plans to have fog striping and pedestrian markings on the 
bridge as well.

Mr. Adams replied the markings would be on the bridge as well because the bridge was 20 ft 
wide and the City wanted a clear separation between vehicles and pedestrians. They would 
probably stripe across the bridge so vehicles were on the north side, and pedestrians and 
bicycles were on the south side.

Mr. Rappold noted the only thing to do with the bridge otherwise was to replace the side panels
with ones considered to be impact-resistant, which would be included in the construction 
documents for the street improvements.

Chair Heberlein called for public testimony in favor of, opposed and neutral to the application.

Forrest Edwards, 7555 SW Kolbe Ln, Wilsonville, OR appreciated the questions posed by 
the Board thus far and saw that they had read the materials he had provided. However, he 
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wanted to clarify that he had not said many accidents, only that there were accidents there. 
Several times, he had heard accidents at that intersection. One such accident involved a 
pedestrian being hit in the crosswalk which resulted in him not being able to access his home, 
so he had to park at the community center. He also noted the traffic studies was based on the 
20 in-and-out trips per hour, but a parking lot with 33 spaces could increase the traffic over what
had been stated.

 He was concerned about the Kolbe Ln/Wilsonville Rd intersection. There were a lot of 
distractions there. He was sure that when the rules were looked at individually, they applied 
to the traffic studies, but problems became evident when looking at the actual intersection 
itself. With only three minutes to speak, he could not go into the details, but a lot of the 
distractions at the intersection had to do with the eastbound traffic coming toward the 
westbound traffic, the crosswalks on Wilsonville Rd and Kolbe Ln, Creekside Woods 
residents that stood on the sidewalk smoking and looking as if they were waiting to cross the
street, the pedestrian flashers that had caused rear-end collisions due to sudden stopping, 
and then, in the park itself, two paths that converged right at that intersection, kids riding 
bikes ahead of their parents and into the crosswalk on Kolbe Ln, runners, walkers, dogs, 
and people on their phones.

 Another problem was that eastbound was downhill and caused vehicles to pick up 
speed. He frequently had vehicles right on his tail when attempting to turn right onto 
Kolbe Ln. One reason people were turning wide on Kolbe Ln was to avoid slowing down 
traffic behind them. He believed the DRB should look at the safety study more.

 He had not been aware of the October City Council meeting where it was proposed that 
Kolbe Ln become the only access. In August, they had considered one-way down 
Schroeder Wy to Kolbe Ln and he believed that was the safer alternative that would lessen 
the traffic on the bridge. Although it was thought the bridge could handle the weight of the 
vehicles, he did not think it could handle the number of trips that would be generated. He 
also noted that 20 vehicles would be increased to 425, which was a lot higher increase in 
percentage of vehicles than would be seen on either Schroeder Wy or Rose Ln. He did not 
think all of those factors had been considered in the safety study, which focused on traffic 
counts, not all of the distractions and safety; all he heard about was traffic counts instead of 
safety.

Ms. Jacobson noted Mr. Edwards’ testimony was submitted into the record as well. She 
assured that any public testimony that had been submitted was also in the record and before
the DRB.

Vince Manley, 7575 SW Kolbe Ln, Wilsonville, OR noted he had presented a letter to the 
Board, adding he appreciated their time. His focus, along with his neighbor Forrest Edwards, 
was safety. They were on that intersection all the time and very familiar with it. Because of the 
rate of travel on Wilsonville Rd, it was difficult to get out of Kolbe Ln. When traffic was heavy, 
there could be a long wait before there was a break in the traffic. His driveway was about 20 ft 
away from Wilsonville Rd, but once the crosswalk was factored in, he would sometimes get 
stuck in his driveway trying to get out. He and his wife were concerned about being locked into 
their driveway as cars piled up on Wilsonville Rd. 

 His bigger concern was the safety issue for cars turning right onto Kolbe Ln to go to the 
park. If there was a stack-up of cars exiting onto Wilsonville Rd from Kolbe Ln, he would not 
be able to turn into his own driveway and would then block up traffic behind him. His 
driveway was so close to Wilsonville Rd that there would probably only be room for one car, 
or maybe no cars, so there would be a car out on Wilsonville Rd stopped. He believed the 
natural reaction would be for vehicles to move into the bike lane in an attempt to allow other 
cars to go around. With the bike lane, crosswalk, and sidewalk being so close, it was a huge
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safety concern if a car sat stopped on Wilsonville Rd. Like his neighbor, Mr. Edwards, safety
was his primary concern and he believed it was a bad intersection. He understood it was an 
important project, but he and Mr. Edwards’ overall feeling was make sure it was worthwhile 
and safe.

Ms. Willard asked how Mr. Manley would feel about a one-way from Schroeder Wy that went 
east to west.

Mr. Manley replied that he would prefer that the two-way traffic as proposed.

Ms. Willard asked if Mr. Manley believed it would be helpful to have signage installed at his 
driveway stating, “Do Not Block Driveway”.

Mr. Manley stated it might, but he was unsure anyone would pay any attention to it. His 
driveway was so close to the road that a single car, and especially two, would block it.

Ms. Willard said that was what she had thought when she had driven by, but she believed a Do
Not Block Driveway sign could help with the third car to make them pause so he could access 
his driveway.

Mr. Manley stated his concern was if those cars were there, and he or one of his family 
members tried to turn into their driveway, they would be stuck out on Kolbe Ln blocking traffic, 
which could result in vehicles approaching from Wilsonville Rd staying on Wilsonville Rd or 
tucking in and blocking the bike lane.

Ms. Willard asked if Mr. Manley would be opposed to a traffic light there, if it ever came to that.

Mr. Manley believed that could be a possible solution.

Nathan Osborne, 7200 Montgomery Wy, Wilsonville, OR said he had questions about 
whether the Memorial Park Master Plan would actually need to be amended to do the project. 
He noted one of Staff’s slides stated "Access should be provided to these regional parks by 
arterial or collector roads with sidewalks and dedicated bike access.” Because Schroeder Wy, 
Rose Ln, and Kolbe Ln were such a far cry from that, the City really needed to think about 
whether they wanted to change the park language to be that. The rebuttal from Mr. Pauly was 
that the language just said “should” as opposed to “must”, but he did not believe a reasonable 
person would think that “should” just meant “maybe”. Furthermore, the first definition of “should” 
was “to indicate obligation or duty.” He did not think that was a wishy-washy thing.

 The second argument that the proposal was not in violation of the Memorial Park Master 
Plan was that it was an existing park and that they did not mean to change traffic to an 
existing park. However, the proposed parking lot was such a dramatic change to the park 
that it would increase traffic from the community garden probably 20 or 40 fold. To call it an 
existing park to avoid changing the Memorial Park Master Plan was playing semantics.

 Staff also had cherry-picked by saying it was an existing park, but the Board was only 
supposed to judge on the parking lot, not to the bridge, when the bridge and parking just 
on the other side of the bridge was owned by the City, so it must be considered a part of 
the parkland also. Therefore, he did not believe the Board should use the language that 
it was an existing park to avoid ruling on whether or not the bridge was safe.

 The most important piece was the premises liability if the parking lot went in. The City had 
language saying that the roads needed to be arterial roads because it was a regional park 
meant to attract people from all over the city. Furthermore, those arterial roads needed to 
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have dedicated sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes to keep people safe. If a pedestrian did 
get hurt walking from the dog park and community garden area to the play area, for 
example, the City could have some liability in the fact that they had been told repeatedly 
from people that the roads were not up to Code, and the City had not followed its own 
guidelines. The four most important items related to premises liability were the 
circumstances under which the visitor entered the property, the use to which the property 
was put, reasonableness of the owner’s effort to repair a dangerous condition or warn 
visitors, and foreseeability of an accident or injury, which Mr. Osborne believed could be 
established in a true court of law. The City saw that there was potential for an accident from 
the proposed set up. He believed the City would probably fail at all four if and when a 
pedestrian accident occurred. He believed there was a really high likelihood that there would
be a vehicular/pedestrian accident on the road.

Ms. Linville asked if the entrance to the active play area off of Memorial Drive had sidewalks 
and bike lanes.

Mr. Pauly responded that the main road did not, but there were other nearby paths. As the 
Master Plan was built out, there would similarly be separate paths. Starting this spring there 
would be a new path from the upper park that would likely take some of the pedestrian traffic off 
of Kolbe Ln. As the whole system was built out, it would probably take more.

Ms. Linville said she had driven it so many times and believed it was just wooded on the side 
where the road was; there were no sidewalks along that area.

Clark Hildum, 7119 Montgomery Way, Wilsonville, OR stated that his whole problem with the
proposed changes was that it looked like the City had a disease that did not exist. He did not 
see why the dog park had to be moved as it was fine where it was. Without the dog park, the 
existing parking lot was adequate for the community garden folks. It was gravel, not fancy with a
streetlight or bioswale, but good enough. He believed the proposed changes were a terrible 
waste of taxpayer dollars that would probably be better spent at Boones Ferry Park or 
elsewhere. The relocated dog park would not be as large as the existing one, which was 
probably too small already. Additionally, the relocated dog park would be in more of a marshy, 
swampy area, and he was worried about how that would look in the winter.

Edward Pothetes, 7475 SW Schroeder Wy, Wilsonville, OR stated he was on board with 
most of what his neighbors had already stated. He did not think the dog park needed to be 
moved, but if so, it should be accessed through the main entrance from the main part of the 
park, not from Kolbe Ln, Schroeder Wy, or Rose Ln. There was too much traffic on Wilsonville 
Rd and with people trying to turn left or right down Kolbe Ln. Vehicles that came down 
Schroeder could not see the hill off of Rose Ln because it was too steep. He believed it was an 
accident waiting to happen. He wanted somebody to reconsider the dog park and how it would 
be accessed, which should be through the main park entrance up by the kids’ play set. 

 He stated that it was his son that had gotten hit ten years ago, and if he was not so quick, 
having been a freshman in high school and strong, he could have been seriously hurt. He 
did tear the mirror off the car, which was driven by a young girl who only had a driver’s 
training permit and was only driving at 20 miles per hour. The crosswalk was there, but there
were no lights at that time. He envisioned a lot more activity at Kolbe Ln and/or Rose Ln and
Schroeder Wy that could result in someone getting badly hurt and he wondered how much 
that would cost the City.
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Alison Fiameng, 7305 SW Montgomery Wy, Wilsonville, OR stated that she lived on 
Montgomery, which was off of Rose Ln, and knew how difficult a left-turn was out of that 
development. It was fine to go east, but it was difficult to turn left and she believed it would be 
the same on Kolbe Ln. People sped through there. When trying to turn right onto Rose Ln, 
vehicles routinely went around her because they did not even want to slow down just for her to 
make the right-turn. She could not imagine it was different at Kolbe, so she had some concerns.
She agreed a stop light might be a good thing at the Kolbe Ln intersection because getting out 
and going back towards the City was difficult.

 She understood they were not supposed to talk about the dog park, but it seemed to be an 
integral part of the increased traffic. She had attended some of the open houses to review 
the Master Plan, and had mentioned to the gentlemen developing the plan that the dog park 
was too small for the number of dogs in Wilsonville and they were unable to provide her with
a second dog park. There were a lot of dog fights in the dog park because of the overload. 
There was not enough room for the dogs to socialize appropriately. They were not big fights,
but they were enough to keep some people out, and she did not see another dog park being
proposed. Instead, she believed that would truly impact the traffic into and out of the area 
from Kolbe Ln, Rose Ln, or Schroeder Wy to a point. She saw dogs increasing in the 
neighborhood and saw more veterinarians going in, so assumed the city was supplying 
them with dogs somehow.

 She also had concerns, as Mr. Hildum said, that it was a marshy area. The area proposed 
for the relocation of the dog park had low parts. Because she was in healthcare, she was 
concerned about parasites that would be going into the area, which was an emergency well.
There was a high water table there and she wondered what the environmental impact would
be. She asked what would be done to protect the area from bacteria and parasites from dog 
waste because even if owners picked it up, some would always be left behind.

Leslie Hildum noted her address was on the card. She lived on Montgomery Wy and was 
opposed to the dog park being moved, adding she used it every single day.

 In addition to that, the traffic issue was huge and having the access moved from Schroeder 
Wy to Kolbe Ln would have the same issues. Frog Pond was putting in a new development, 
which would result in even more traffic east and west on Wilsonville Rd, and she did not 
know if anyone had thought of that. No one who lived in the area would be able to get in or 
out. She had also nearly been rear-ended when turning right onto Rose Ln from Wilsonville 
Rd because vehicles came up fast and were not willing to slow down to allow other vehicles 
to turn right. She had to go into the bike lane, which she believed was illegal, to prevent 
being rear-ended. 

 She believed the Board needed to look forward. She had lived in Wilsonville for 40 years. 
The proposed parking lot might work for a time, but was the population increasing rapidly in 
Wilsonville, and the City needed to plan for that, not just put something in and then decide, 
“Oh, that was not enough, now we must do something different.” There was not a lot of 
access there. It was kind of a dead area.

Chair Heberlein called for the Applicant’s rebuttal.

Mr. Blankenship announced a second dog park was scheduled to go into Regional Park 6 in 
Villebois. There was also interest in having a dog park as part of the ongoing Boones Ferry 
Master Plan. One thing the City had promised citizens was that the relocated dog park would 
not be made any smaller than the existing dog park. Even if the relocated dog park was not the 
same geometric shape, it would be approximately the same square footage.
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Mr. Adams stated he and Ms. Kraushaar discussed whether it would be wise to use Schroeder 
Ln to Kolbe Ln as a one-way in and one-way out, whether it be eastbound or westbound, and he
remembered it as not being the best way. He did not remember all of the details of the 
conversation, which was six months ago, but he did recall that going west was not good 
because there was still the problem with Schroeder Wy being 20 ft off of Wilsonville Rd, which 
would cause a traffic backup. He could not remember what the problem was eastbound.

Mr. Pauly clarified the problem eastbound was that vehicles slowing down to make the short, 
right-turn onto Schroeder Wy.

Mr. Adams reminded there was only 20 ft when turning onto Rose Ln and then Schroeder Wy. 
Vehicles had to turn right, and then turn right again immediately. The spacing of the two streets 
was, at best, 100 ft apart, and he and Ms. Kraushaar did not think it was a good idea to have the
traffic right next to Wilsonville Rd. 

Chair Heberlein asked about any response to Mr. Manley concerns regarding the potential for 
accidents with vehicles stacking up while someone attempted to turn right into that first property 
and other vehicles were in line on Kolbe Ln waiting to turn left or right onto Wilsonville Rd.

Mr. Adams replied that with the projected 20 cars per hour leaving the site, which was the 
maximum that they believed would occur and only during summer hours, the chances of two or 
more cars stacking up there would be pretty slim.

Mr. Mansur added different tools could be used to encourage keeping that space open, such as
signage and striping on the roadway that said “Do Not Block”. There would only be a vehicle 
approximately every three minutes, so the queues were very short. However, there was 
potential for the driveway to be blocked, and striping and signage could help mitigate that.

Mr. Adams stated that prior to tonight’s meeting, he had spoken with Ms. Kraushaar and 
confirmed she was fine with “Do Not Block” signage on the pavement if the Board decided that 
was best. Currently, the City only had one “Do Not Block” sign up by the gas station and Carl’s 
Jr. on 95th Ave which was a part of the City’s development agreement with the gas station, 
Carl’s Jr., and Holiday Inn. Such signage had been done before in the city and it could be done 
again here.

Ms. Willard asked what the rough cost of a light would be at that three-way intersection.

Mr. Adams replied approximately $250,000.

Ms. Willard asked if that represented a 50 percent increase to the project cost.

Mr. Adams responded he did not know the project’s cost.

Mr. Rappold stated it was roughly estimated at $500,000 at this point. An engineer’s estimate 
was needed based on more design work.

Ms. Willard believed something had to be done, whether it was a light or one-way traffic. The 
nice thing was that none of this could not be undone, other than the parking lot. If the traffic 
worsened, or accidents or near misses increased, a light or a one-way traffic pattern could be 
put in. There was nothing to prevent that from changing later.
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Mr. Adams confirmed those things could be changed later, adding the City addressed problems
in the city every year. While Staff always did their best to anticipate potential problems, 
sometimes unanticipated problems arose or there were changes in traffic patterns or driving 
habits, so the City would work with the traffic engineer to develop a solution for a better system. 
He knew that traffic signals required quite a bit of cross traffic.

Mr. Mansur stated the first warrant that would trigger a light was approximately 100 vehicles per
hour exiting, and currently, it was only about 20, so substantially more traffic generation would 
be needed to hit a traffic signal warrant.

Ms. Willard confirmed that community input was not enough to trigger a light being installed.

Mr. Mansur explained the thresholds were federally mandated from the Manual Uniform on 
Traffic Control Devices that provided triggers. If signals were put in that were not warranted, 
people would run the red lights, which would create a new safety issue.

Ms. Willard confirmed that the 40 cars, 20 in and out at the max, were based on Staff’s 
estimates. However, because there was already a dog park, they knew what the traffic flow was 
like at the Peak Hour. She asked if Staff could do a count.

Mr. Mansur clarified DKS did do seven days of counts at the existing dog park and that data 
was used to confirm the trip generation. During the testimony portion of the hearing, he had run 
the numbers and found there could actually be triple the volume exiting Kolbe Ln and the level 
of service would go from LOS C to LOS D, which was the City standard.

Ms. Willard confirmed the traffic counts had passed the litmus test and thanked Mr. Mansur for 
doing the calculation. She asked if Frog Pond was a part of the Future Projects in the Traffic 
Study.

Mr. Mansur answered no, only for Stage 2 approved project trips, and to his knowledge, no 
Stage 2 projects had been approved for Frog Pond.

Mr. Pauly added there would be soon.

Chair Heberlein confirmed there were no additional questions and closed the public hearing at 
8:27 pm.

Mr. Pauly reviewed the proposed conditions discussed by the Board as follows:

 DRB 1: Modify the tree variety to prevent conflict with lighting, which could be reviewed by 
Staff in a Class 1 review.

 DRB 2: Provide a crosswalk in the parking area to meet the standards of Development Code
Section 4.154.

 DRB 3: Paint ‘Do Not Block Driveway’ signage at the residents’ driveways on Kolbe Ln, 
which would be implemented by the City Engineer.

 He noted Chair Heberlein had also suggested via email to add:

 Condition PF 1: “The public use of the parking area shall not occur until improvements to 
Kolbe Ln as shown and described in access improvement exhibits of the Traffic Study in 
Exhibit B1 are substantially complete.”

Ms. Willard believed the proposed conditions seemed reasonable.
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Mr. Pauly stated that because proposed Condition DRB 3 fell under the purview of the City 
Engineer, he recommended amending the condition to add, “subject to approval by the City 
Engineer” to provide flexibility to do things according to the professional standards without 
having to return before the Board.

Chair Heberlein moved to approve Resolution No. 346 including the addition of new 
Conditions PF 1, DRB 1 and 2, and DRB 3, subject to approval by the City Engineer, as 
read into the record by Staff, with the addition of Exhibits A, C1, and D6 to D12. Fred 
Ruby seconded the motion.

Chair Heberlein called for discussion from the Board.

Mr. Frinell stated that he was going to vote no on the Resolution. He believed the City had 
done a good job to try to mitigate the issues with Kolbe Ln, but it was still not sufficient and he 
was concerned about the safety issues. It was hard to put a parking lot ahead of the 
improvements to Kolbe Ln.

Chair Heberlein noted the condition said that the parking lot could not be completed until the 
street improvements were made.

Mr. Frinell understood, but he still did not believe the street improvements put forth were 
sufficient, there needed to be more street improvements.

Ms. Willard stated she was also was concerned with the increased traffic on Kolbe Ln. She 
asked if Mr. Frinell would approve making a recommendation that a one-way route be explored 
as an option to improve conditions for the residents.

Mr. Frinell replied the City would need to do more than that.

Mr. Pauly clarified the City could make the Kolbe Ln changes regardless of the Board’s actions.
Therefore, the question was whether there was adequate access for pedestrians, bikes, and 
vehicles.

Chair Heberlein asked what specific concerns Mr. Frinell had from a safety standpoint. He also 
had concerns, but was not sure he could pinpoint a specific code that was not compliant within 
the current application. The Traffic Study was based off the analysis from the existing dog park 
showing the number of trips. He would appreciate any feedback as it was hard to separate 
feelings from data, and the data said it was compliant.

Mr. Frinell believed the ingress and egress right at Kolbe Ln to Wilsonville Rd was insufficient 
from a safety standpoint. It needed to be wider, or some other modification, to prevent accidents
at that location.

Ms. Linville stated that she had opinions and bias about the dog park, but could separate that 
from what needed to be determined here. She was looking strictly at the parking lot, which was 
what they were being asked to look at. The Master Plan stated there was going to be a dog park
there. As a DRB member, she could not see anything to indicate that simply paving that area 
would have an impact on Kolbe Ln or Rose Ln. She did not believe paving and installing lights 
and shrubs would have an impact and change the safety of what was currently happening in the
area. She would appreciate hearing from fellow Board members if she had missed something or
did not understand something.
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Fred Ruby stated he would support the motion. He appreciated James’ point, and all the points 
that had been made about safety concerns. The Board had been very useful in highlighting 
areas that might be the subject of future safety enhancements. For example, just having Ms. 
Willard’s comments advocating for a signal in the record might help someone in the future who 
felt there were grounds for a traffic light to be installed. He had heard enough response from the
City about the concerns, under the limited directive the Board had tonight for its evaluation to 
support the motion.

Ms. Willard stated the parking lot itself would not draw additional traffic, but the Board had 
heard from Parks and Rec about what they intended to do. It was in the Master Plan, and Parks 
and Rec stated that they would proceed in the spring. The Traffic Study that had been done 
needed to, and did, inform the Board’s decision. She also had safety concerns, but could not 
exactly pinpoint a recommendation to make it safer because she was not a traffic safety 
engineer. Her approach was to wait and see what traffic problems might emerge, and then 
address those specific problems. However, a community member had passed away from a 
pedestrian accident in a crosswalk in Wilsonville right before Thanksgiving, so she understood it
was real and did happen. She supposed it was a risk the Board would have to be willing to take 
if they were not going to recommend better safety measures.

Ms. Linville noted it was possible the City would move the dog park whether or not the Board 
voted on paving the existing gravel parking lot. The Board had no jurisdiction over whether the 
City moved the dog park, so it seemed the Board was only dealing with the parking lot. She 
believed every issue that had been raised was legitimate, and if she was a homeowner in that 
area, she would probably raise those issues as well, but she had to go back to what the Board 
had jurisdiction over, and the Applicant’s request, regardless of whether it was the City, and 
determine if the application was in violation of the criteria they were supposed to consider.

Motion passed 4 to 1 with James Frinell opposed.

Chair Heberlein read the rules of appeal into the record.

VIII. Board Member Communications
A. Recent City Council Action Minutes

IX. Staff Communications
Daniel Pauly, Senior Planner, stated Staff anticipated coming before the Board next month as 
there was an application that was near completion.

X. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 8:46 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Paula Pinyerd, ABC Transcription Services, Inc. for
Shelley White, Planning Administrative Assistant




